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This invention relates to electric receptacles, 
and more especiallyto the safety type in which 
Ait is diii‘icult or impossible to make accidental 
contact with live parts of the receptacle. 

Electric receptacles of this nature have hereto 
fore been proposed, but-they included either the 
disadvantage of requiring a specialPtype of plug 
which could not he used with the ordinary non- ‘ 
safety type of receptacle or else the disadvantage 

~ 10 that the insertion and removal of the plug could 
be eiîected only in two stages, one of which in 
volved a twisting mo'tion, with theresult that 
persons unfamiliar with such devices experienced ̀ 
diiliculty in using them. v 

On. the other hand, the electric receptacle ac 
cording to my invention is adapted to receive any 
standard plug having two or more connection 
prongs which may be inserted and removed'by 
simple pushing and pulling motions, as in the 

20 case of the common non-safety receptacle. Yet 
this receptacle provides a door, or doors, eiîective 
ly closing the holes provided to receive the con 
nection prongs of a. complementary plug, except 
:when at least two such prongs are simultaneously , 

25 inserted in those holes. 'I'hus it is impossible for 
children, for example, to insert a metallic object 

` far enough'into` the receptacle to make connec-V 
tion with a contact-»spring or other live part . 
thereof vwith the likely result 

30 shocks or burns. 
To this end my invention provides at least one 

lock for each door, the locks being released by 
trips in the prong-receiving holes. The trips and 
locks are so related with respect to the holes and 

35 doors that the insertion of an object into only 
one hole will not open the door which closes that 

of suiîering electric 

hole. `By "doors” is meant the means which' 
serve effectively to close the holes whether they 
are individual to each hole or constructed as a 

' ` 40 single unit. ' 

Three adaptations of a preferred embodiment 
of the invention are described in the following 
speciñcation, and are illustrated in the drawings 

f wherein Figs. 1-7 illustrate one adaptation, Figs. 
45 8-21 a second, and Figs. 22-28 a> third. More 

specifically: ' y ` < 

Fig. 1 is a view oi a longitudinal section taken 
` along the line I-'I of Fig'. 2; ‘ , ' ' 

Fig. 2 shows a transverse section taken along 
50 the line 2~2 of the complete receptacle of which 

Fig. 1 is a sectional view; . ` ' ' 

Fig. 3 is a sectional 'view similar to that o! 
Fig. 1 after a two-prong attachment plug has 

«been inserted in the receptacle;  
ß ngnsatransversevlpwukenalongune. 

(cl. 17a-32s) - y Y 

4--4 of Fig. 1 of the complete receptacle of which 
Fig. 1 is a section; thus, 2 and Fig. 4 are in " ' 
effect views of opposite ends of the> receptacle; 

Figs. 5 and 6 are sectional views which corre 
spend to Figs. 1 and 3, respectively, taken after 
the receptacle has been turned 90° on its longi 
tudinal axis, Fig. 5 being a longitudinal section 
taken along the line 5-5 of Fig. ̀ 2, and Fig. 6. 
being similar to Fig. 5, but having been taken 
after a two-prong attachment- plug has been in 
serted; and ' , n 

Fig. 7 is an end-view of the shell formed to ac 
commodate the receptacle mechanism. y 
The remainingiigures will be referred to here 

inafter in connection with the' other adaptations. 
Referring now to Figs. 1-7, inclusive, wherein 

' like reference characters indicate the same parts, 
there is shown a containing shell l which prei 
>eralzily is of insulating material and4 shaped to. 
conform to the outline of the _receptacle mecha 
nism. This mechanism includes the usual con 
tact springs 5, 6, screwed or riveted to a sup 
porting plate so as to be in alignment with'holes 
3, 4 pierced through one end of the shell; In 
the‘drawings this end is represented as a ñat 
plate~like portion 2. These holes and their re 
spective contact springs _are spaced and propor 
tioned to receive the .connection prongs, or blades, 
of the standard two-prong attachment plug, such 
as is shown at 23 in Fig. 3 and Fig. 6. The in 
vention is, however, adapted to be applied to re 
ceptacles intended for use with plugs having more 
than tw'o'prongs, as will hereinafter be explained. 
Under each of holes _3 and l is hinged a door, i 

or shutter 1; 8 which, when in the position shownv 
in Figs. 1,_2 and 5, effectively closes thehole at 
the bottom and prevents any object inserted in 
the hole from touching _a contact spring or other 
livepart of the receptacle. This is true because 
both doors 1 and 8 are hinged on lpins i1 and 
i8, and neither .one can be swung on its hinge 
toward _the center of the receptacle while either 
of dogs II and l2 is between them. However, as 
both prongs of an attachment plug 23 are in 
serted through holes 3 and l the releasing means 

’ or trips 8 and I0, one for each hole, are pressed 
down through angie of about 40°, swinging 
the attached dogs il and I2 away :from the cen 
vter and allowing the heels o! both doors to move 
toward each other, as shown 'in Figs. 3 and 6, 
into the space previously occupied bythe dogs. 
Accordingly, prongs 2l and 2_6 of the attachmentv 
pug can then pass bythe .doors and engage the 
contact springs l and 8 in the usual‘manner. 
Upon withdrawal of the plug 23, doors 'I and 3 
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will be restored to their original position, closing 
the holes, by reason of the action of springs I3 
and I4. These springs are anchored at one end 
to ñxed pins I9 and 20, and at the other end are 
secured to pins 2| and 22 passing through the 
slotted rear portions of dogs II and I2. , 'I‘hese 
springs, therefore, tend to urge the dogs toward 
the center and each other, and the dogs, in turn, 
press against the heels of the door members 
which are thereby returned to the closed position. 
From the foregoing description it will be ap 

parent that the insertion of an object into either 
of the holes 3 and 4 can at most move only one 
of the two dogs, but since each dog is eifective 
to lock both doors in closed position neither door 
will therebyl be released. Furthermore, it will 
be seen that in order to release and open either 
door. both dogs must be moved away from their 
locking position and that, to accomplish this, 
both releasing trips 9 and III must be pressed 

`>down a sufiicient distance, as by the simultaneous 
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insertion of both prongs of a standard attach 
ment plug. 
In the above-described adaptation, as well as 

in the other adaptations hereinafter described, 
the receptacle is illustrated inthe form known 
as a “separable connector”, suitable, for ex 
ample, to connect the ends of flexible extension 
cords. End cap 24 is therefore provided to cover 
the terminal screws I5 and I6 to which may be 
attached the wires of a flexible cord passing 
through hole 35. The ñexible cord which would 

pass through a corresponding hole (not shown) 
in the plug. Screws 29 and 3l) serve to attach 
cap 24 to the body of shell I, and fscrews 21' and 
28 secure the receptacle mechanism in the shell 
I. However, such details are shown merely by 
way of example, since any desired fastening 
means can be employed, arid the receptacle mech 
anism may obviously be secured in the usual wall 
.outlet box or any suitable container wherein such 
device/is desired. 
The second adaptation incorporates` the in 

vention in a receptacle designed for use with an 
attachment plug of. the polarized type. «The» 
prongs of a'polarized plug are usually at right 
angles insteadof parallel to'each other. (If the 
prongs are merely of diiferent'shapes or sizes, 
the above-described mechanism may usually be 
employed.) 
the receptacle must, therefore, be similarly ar 
ranged. ' ~ ‘  ' » ‘ ' f '_ 

Referring nowto the drawings oi' the second 
adaptation of the invention: ì '  

Fig. '8 is aiview of a longitudinal _section taken 
along the line v8---8 of Fig. 9; 

Fig. 9 shows a transverse section' taken> along 
line 9-9 ofthe complete receptacle of which Fig. 
8 is a sectional view; ' 

Fig.'V 10 is a sectional view similar to that` of 
Fig. 8 after a two-prong polarized attachment 
plug has been inserted -in the receptacle; 

Fig. 11 is a sectional view taken ’at the line 
II-II ofFig.9; 1 ` ' ‘ ' 

Fig. l2 and Fig. 13 are views of opposite ends ’ 
of the receptacle with the end cap removed. 

Certain details of the mechanism are shown in 
Figs. 14-21 as follows: 

Fig. 14 shows the mechanism at line I4-I4 of 
Fig. 9, and Fig. 15 is a similar viewarterV the 
prongs of an attachment plug have been in 
serted; l 

~ Fig. 16 shows the mechanism at line IS-IS 
of Fig. 9, and Fig. 17 is a similar view after the 

The receiving holes in the face of Y 

2,155,925 
' prongs of an attachment plug have been inserted; 

Fig. 18 is a View of the mechanism' at line 
Iii-I8 of Fig. 9, and Fig. 19 is a similar view after 
the prongs of an attachment plug have been in 
serted; 

Fig. 20 is a view of the mechanism at line 
28-20 of Fig. 9, and Fig. 21 is a similar view ^ 
after the prongs of an attachment plug have 
been inserted. . 
vIn this group of ñgures the same reference 
characters represent the same parts; and refer 
ence characters which also appear in the figures 
of the other groups of drawings represent cor 
responding parts. 
In this adaptation the holes in the face of the 

receptacle are placed at right angles, as shown at 
3 and 4 in Fig. 13, to accommodate the prongs 
of the polarized plug. Here the door 1 serves 
to close the hole 3 which is turned at right angles 
to the door 8 serving to close hole L4, as shown 
in Figs. 8-11. Because of this arrangement the 
doors cannot be assembled in the back-to-back 
relation shown in the preceding figures, from 
which it follows that different locking means 
must be employed. As before, however. there 
are two locking means associated with each door, 
only one of which> is released by the insertion oi' 
one of the prongs in its hole. Beneath the hole 
4 door 8 is hinged on pin 36. This door is locked 
against opening by two dogs 48 and 43. Dog 40 is 
secured to shaft 34 which is rotated by pressure 
on releasing means or trip I8, and dog 43 is at 
tached.to shaft 33 which is rotated by pressure 
on releasing means or trip 9. Therefore, when 
both prongs of the attachment plug are inserted 
in the holes 3 _and 4, trips 9 and I0 are depressed. 
shafts 33 and 34 are rotated, and dogs 43 and‘40 
are swung away, from each other, allowing the 
heel of door 8 to move into the space which the 
dogs formerly occupied, thus .opening hole 4, and 
permitting access ̀ to contact spring Ii. Door 1 
is hinged on pin 46 which is at right angles to 
pin 36 for door 8. As before, this door is also 
locked by two separate locking means, one being 
actuated by the rotation of shaft 33 and the other 
by rotation of shaft 34. In this instance, however, 
the hinge pin 46 of the door is parallel' to the dog 
releasing shafts 33 and 34 which requires` a dif-À 

To this end, a' 
» latch 38 is secured to shaft 34 bearing on a shoul 
ferent type of locking means. 

der at the rear of the door 1, as shown in' Fig. 18, 
preventing the door from swinging toward the 
latch ̀ until the latch is _turned away, as shown in 
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Fig. 19. The ̀ second locking means for door 1  
is shown more clearly in Fig. 18 to comprise a 
Ípin 39 secured near the face of the door, and a 
locking> strap 4I which fits thereover. From a 
consideration of Figs. 18 and 19 it will be seen 
that when the locking _strap is in the position 
shown in Fig. 18 the door 1 is also prevented from 

' swinging.' (toward the left in the figures), but is 
permitted to do so when strap 4I is turned awa 
as shown in Fig/'19. ~ f 

Springs I3 and I4 are anchored at one end t 
anchor post 42, and at their other `ends are 
secured respectively in ears 45 and 44 attached 
to shafts 33‘and 34. By pulling on these. ears the 
springs tend to hold dogs 40 and 43 in closed 

 position as shown in Figs. 8 and 9, the dogs in 
tuin tending to swing door 8 into its closed posi 
tion. Likewise spring I4 tends to turn door 1 to 
its closed _position by causing latch 38 to press 
against the back of that door. ~ " 
Pin 31 serves to .retain one end of the shaft 34.> 

the other end of the shaftbeingwretained by hinge 
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pin 3B. Shaft 23 is retained at one end by. being 
' inserted in a hole in shell l, and‘is retained near 
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the other end by pin 63. ' _ 

'I'he third adaptation of the invention will now 
be referred to in connection with theV remaining 
figures. It is useful either with the polarized 
or unpolar-ized type of attachment plug, but the 
drawingsillustrate a receptacle intended for use' 
with the unpolarized type such as illustrated in ' 
connection with the first adaptation. ̀ The third 
adaptation differs from the ñrst two mainly in » 
that the safety doors'which close the prong-re 
ceiving holes are, in this instance, secured to or 
are an integral part of a single shding member. 
The door surfaces are therefore caused to close 
and open the respective holes by a >sliding motion, 
rather than by a rotating one as described above. 
Referring to the drawings: “ » 

Fig. 22 is a view of a longitudinal section taken 
along the hne 22-22 of Fig. 23; ` 

Fig. 2_3 shows a transverse section taken along 
the line 23-23 of the complete receptacle of 
which Fig. 22 is a sectional View; » 

Fig. 24 is a sectional viewsimilar to that of 
Fig. 22 after an attachment plug has been in-> 
serted in the receptacle ;‘ 

Fig. 25 is a sectional view takenl at hne 25-25 - 
of Fig. 23; _ ' 

Fig. 26 is a sectional view similar to that of Fig. 
25 after an attachment plug has been inserted 
in the receptacle; ` ‘ 

Fig. 27 "is a sectional view taken at line 21-21 
¢ of Fig.v 23; and 

beFig. 28 is a plan view of thesliding door mem 
r. . ‘ 

As shown in the figures, door-.faces 48 and 49 
are, in this example, an integral part of the slide 
4l which is urged in one direction by the com 
pression-spring 50. _In Figs. 22, 23 and 27, doors 
48 and`49 are shown closing holes _4 and 3, respec 
tively, to prevent access to the »contact springs 6 
Aand 5.y However, upon insertion of an attachment 
plug 23, the connection prongs 25 and 26 press 
down the releasing means or trips 9 and I0, rotat 
ing shafts 51 and 56 respectively, and lifting 
latches 5l and 52 from locking holes 53 and 5d, 
respectively'. Thus, 'as the connection prongs of 
the plug are inserted further into holes 4 and 3, 
they press against the cam-like door surfaces 48 ‘ 
and 49 and displace the slide member against the 
`spring 50, effectively opening the doors by align 
ing hole et mane slide witnhole e and by dis 
placing the edge 65 of the ̀slide beyond the _hole 
3, thus allowing the connectionìprongs to be in 
_serted'ln contact springs ’6 and 5. 

Upon withdrawing the connection prongs of the. 
attachment plug the reverse operation 'takes 
place, that is, as the ends ofthe prongs are 
drawn away from the door faces 48 and 4_9, spring 
59 closes the doors by moving slide member 41 to _' 
its original position. i 

From` Fig. 23 it will be seen `that retaining 
v plates 59 and 60 hold slide member 41 in operative 

65 
position. By removing’ these v‘plates slide 41 may 
be lifted out of its slideway. Shafts‘äß and 51 are 
held in place by bearing blocks 62 and 5l respec 

I _ tively. When shafts 5B and 51 are rotated as the 
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result of pressure upon trips IU and 9, they are’~ 
rotated against the action of springs 58 and 55, 
respectively. These springs encircle their respec 
tive shafts under tension, one end. of each be 
ing secured to its shaft, and the other _end being 
anchored to the corresponding bearing block as 
shown for example, in Figs. 23 and 27. 

n ‘ From the foregoingdescriptlon of the mecha- l 

3 

neither door can be moved to allow access to a 
contact spring or other live part of the receptacle 
until both releasing means 9 and I0 have been 
actuated. This is true because each of latches 
5l _and 52 serves to lock slide 41 in the closed 
position, and hence to lock both doors in closed 
position. . ' ' 

From the foregoing description of three adapta 
tions of the present invention, those skilled in the 

 art will understand how to modify the construc 
tional details for various other adaptations. For 
example, three-wire cords and cables are fre 
quently met with in practice, and require, of 
course, three-prong attachment plugs and three 
contact receptacles. These are, in practically 
all cases, polarized so that the attachment-plug 
prongs can be inserted into the receptacle only 
in one way. lIf the. third wire is grounded (as 
is frequently the case) it is not always necessary 
that a safety door be provided for the third hole 
of the receptacle because there would then be no 
potential difference between the grounded wire 
and any grounded object. 1n that event, there 
fore, safety doors can .be provided for the other 
two holes of the receptacle according to any of 

‘ the arrangements above described. If, however, 
it is desirable to provide a safety door for the 
third hole in the receptacle it can readily be added 
in any appropriate manner depending upon its 
physical position with respect to the other holes. 
The exact mechanical layout for the doors, the 
locks, and the lock-releasing means would then 
depend largely upon the angles between the vari 
ous holes in the receptacle. However, the fore 

. nism of Figs. 22-28, it is apparent that, like that ' 
of the other two adaptations above described,> 
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going descriptions and drawings relating to mech- i 
anism adapted to receptacles having yholes par 
allel and also holes at right angles to each other 
is suñcient to enable a worker in the art to apply 
the invention .to receptacles having any num 
ber of holes and having holes at different angles. 
If there are an even number of holes it is usually 
convenient to arrange them, in pairs following 
the designs above described. `If there are an odd 
number of>~ holes, there may still be releasing 
means associated witheach hole, but these re 
leasing means may conveniently be arranged toA 

46 

control a locking means on the door> associated > 
with the same hole simultaneously with the lock 

‘- ingmeans‘on the door associated with an ad 
jacent hole, and so on in seriatim, until the re 
leasing means at the last hole controls the lock 
ing means associated withA the door of that hole 
andv the door of the first-named hole. . ‘ 
In any event, the receptacle should be pro 

vided with a safety door to close each hole be 
neath which there is a live contact, and, as a 
minimum requirement, each such door should be 
locked fby at least one locking means which is 
released by a tripassociated- with another hole, 
i. e., /the door andv the trip which, serves to re 
lease it' should not be »associated with thev same 
>prong-receiving hole. However, it is preferable 
to provide eachdoor with vat least two locking 
means, as above described in connection with 
three adaptations of the preferred embodiment 
of the invention. _ ' 

What'is claimed is: 
_1. In an electric receptacle having a plurality. 

of holes adapted to receive the connection prongs l 
 of an attaßhmentfplug, a door portion and a trip 
associated with each hole, said door portion be 

there are prong-receiving holes in said receptacle, 
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ing provided with as many locking means `as .' 
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and means operatively» connecting the locking 
means for the; door portion associated with one 
hole with the .trip _associated with another hole. 

2. An electric receptacle provided with an in 
sulating portion forming holes adapted to receive 
the connection prongs of an attachment plug, a 
spring-closed door for each hole, at least twov 
locking .means associated with each door, any 
one of which serves to hold said door closed,and 
releasing means associated with each hole oper 

_ ated by the insertion of a connection prong there 
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in to release only one of the locking means simul 
taneously for each door. 

3. An electric receptacle which comprises a 
housing,l electrically charged terminals secured 
within said housing, said housing having holesl in 
a wall thereof in alignment with said electrically 
charged terminals through which the prongs of 
a connection plug may be inserted to engage said 
electrically charged terminals, and means in the 
housing operable to shield said terminals from 
contact through the openings, said means includ 
ing a movable door interposed between each ter 
minal and the hole leading thereto and normally 
closing the hole, a locking device for each door 
operable to hold the door in closed position, and 
trips `in the housing, each trip having a portion 
exposed-'in one of the holes for engagement and 
operation. by a connection prong when inserted 
through said opening, each trip being operable to 
render inoperative the locking device for'a door 
closing an opening different from that in which 
said trip is exposed. . 

4. An electric receptacle which comprises a 
housing, electrically charged terminals secured 
within said. housing, said housing halve holes in 
a wall thereof ̀in alignment with said electrically 
charged terminals throughwhich the prongs of 
a connection plug-may be inserted to engage said 
electrically charged terminals, and means in the 
housing operable to shield the terminals from 
contact through the holes, said means including 
a movable door interposed between each termi 
nal and the hole leading thereto and> normally ' 
closing the hole, a plurality of locking devices, 
the same in number as the doors, each device be 
ing operable to prevent movement of -a plurality. 
Vof' doors from closed position, and- trips in the" 
housing,l each trip having ̀ a portion-exposed in 
an opening for engagement and operation by a 

, connection >prong when inserted through said 
opening, each 'trip` being operable to render a 
locking device inoperative.. ' ~ 

5. An electric receptacle which comprises a 
housing, electrically charged spring terminals' 
secured within 'said housing, said housing having 
.holes in ‘a wallv thereof in alignment with said 
spring terminalsv through which the prongs of' 
a connection plug may be inserted to engage 
said spring terminals, a spring-closed door for 
each hole displaceable by pressure exerted there 
on by a connection ̀ prong moving therethrough 
in a single direction towards said spring termi 
nals, two locking `means associated with each 
door, each ofwhich serves to hold said door 
closed, and releasing means associated with each 
hole for operation by the insertion of a connec 

‘ tion prong therein to release one of said two 
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locking means simultaneously for each of said 
doors, thereby to permit said connection prongs 
toengage said spring terminals. _ 

6. An electric receptacle provided with an in 
` sulating portion forming at least two spaced holes 
adapted to receive a like number of connection 
prongs of an attachment plug, a spring-closed ì 

2,155,925 ' . 

door for each of said two holes hinged between 
said holes in spaced relation, each door having a 
surface which effectively opens said hole by 
swinging away therefrom, and a portion which 
swings into the space between said doors, locking 
dogs positioned in said space, each of which serves 
to prevent both of said doors from swinging, and 
a trip associated-with each of said two holes, 
each trip being attached to a different one of 
said dogs and being operated `by the insertion 
of a connection prong in its respective hole to 
move the dog to which said trip is attached, 
whereby the insertion of connection prongs in 
both of said holes releases both ofsai'd doors to 
open. 

7. An electric receptacle provided with an in 
sulating portion forming two rectangular oblong 
holes spaced with their long axes at right angles 
to each other and adapted to receive the connec 
tion prongs of‘a polarized attachment plug, a 
spring-closed door for each-hole hinged substan- i 
tially parallel to the long axis of the hole with 
which it is associated, each door having a sur 
face'which effectively opens said hole by swing 
ing away therefrom, a trip associated with each 
of said holes, two shafts, one attached to each 
trip, each trip being operated by the insertion 
of a connection prong in its respective hole to 
rotate the shaft to which said trip is attached, 
a dog and a latch being secured to one shaft and 
a dog and a locking strapv being secured to the 
other shaft, both of said dogs being operative to 
lock and release on°e of said doors, and said latch 
and said strap being operative, in cooperation 
with a shoulder and a pin positioned, respectively, 
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on opposite sides of the other of said doors, to  
lock and release said last-named door. 

8. In an electric receptacle, an insulating por 
tion forming at least ïtwo holes adapted to re 
ceive the connection prongs of an attachment 
plug, a slide member having portions effective to 
close said holes and cam-like surfaces cooperat 
ing _with‘said connection prongs tovdisplace said 
slide _member thereby effectively to open said 
holes, at least two locking means serving to lock 
said slide member in closed position, and sepa 
rate releasing means for said locking means, one 
associated with each of said holes, said releas 
ing means being operated by the insertion of said 
connection prongs in said holes to release said 
locking meansî  . 

' . 9. In an electric receptacle, an insulating por 
tion forming two holes adapted to receive thel 

. connection .prongs of an attachment plug, a slide 
member of insulating material ,having portions 
effective to close said holes, said portions having . 
cam-like surfaces cooperating with said connec 
tion prongs to displace said slide member thereby 
effectively to open -said holes, two locking means 
serving to lock said slide member in closed posi 
tion, and separate releasing means for said lock 
ing means, one associated with each of said holes, 
each of said releasing means being attached to a 

>different one of said locking means and being 
operated by the insertion of said connection 
prongs in said holes vrespectively to release said 
lockingmeans. _ ‘ . . 

l0. An electric receptacle provided with an in 
sulating portion forming twoholes adapted to 
receive the connection prongs of an attachment 
plug, ycontact springs positioned in alignment 
with said holes, a spring-closed slide member 
secured beneath said holes having cam-like door 
surfaces effectively closing saidholes, two locking 
holes in said slide member and .two latches co 
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operating therewith to lock said member with the 
door surfaces in closed position, a trip associated 
with each of said prong-receiving holes, each trip 
beingY attached to one of said latches, and both 
trips being operated by the insertion of said con 
nection prongs in their respective holes to release 
said'latches and to permit said slide member to 
he moved against said spring by the pressure of 
said prongs on said cam-like door surfaces, 
whereby said'prong-receiving holes are opened to" 
permit said prongs to engage said contact springs. 

l1. An electric receptacle which comprises a 
housing, electrically charged spring terminals 
secured within said housing, said housing having 
holes in the wall thereof in alignment with said 
spring terminals through which the prongs of a 
connection plug may be inserted to engage said 
spring terminals, a spring closed door i'or each 
hole having a cam-like face displacea‘ble by pres 
sure exerted by a connection prong moving in the 
direction of insertion, a plurality of independent 
locking means associated with each door serving 
to hold each door closed, and> releasing means 
associated with each hole operated by insertion 
therein oi' a connection prong to release one of 

said plurality of locking means simultai'ieoushî 
for each of said doors, thereby to permit said con 

 nection prongs to displace said doors and to en~ 
gage said terminals by continued insertion in the 
same direction. ` 

12. Anv electric receptacle which comprises a 
housing, electrically charged terminals within 
said housing, said housing having a plurality of 
holes in a wall thereof through which the prongs 
of a connection plug may be inserted to engage 
said electrically charged terminals, a door por 

c." l, 

tion- and a trip associated with each hole,y each ' 
door portion being provided with at least one 
locking means serving to loclr said door portion in 
a position effectively closing the hole with which 
it is associated, and means operatively connecting 
the locking means which locks the door portion 
associated'with each one of said holes with the 
trip associated with another-of said holes, where 
by insertion oi’ a connection prong in any one hole 
actuates the trip associated withfthat hole and re 
leases the> locking means associated with another 
hole. 
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